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World 01

one of these days 

I’ll have to decide where I’m from.

Wrapped up in you, culture, I left home 

Thinking of distancing myself from all for your sake,

First lie I left for you, mother !

like a Chinese who’s proud of his new buildings, 

I forgot to see the shit that covered your woman’s life, 

And again like a Chinese : 

I didn’t want to hear the cries of hundreds of thousands of lost souls 

like that Chinese, I left mixed up and alone.

From the airport where one guy lost his wings crossing the Alps 

I saw my homeland for the last time ; 

I looked into my face for the last time. 

I left my coast without seeing my forests, 

My imaginary Indian, Swiss mountain with windy slopes are still there. 

In my memory I had to decide if it was going to be Camus or Sartre, 

It was Paris and its realities, which offend the Christians,  

Which repelled the tepid faceless being, who had gone forth with faith 

only …

BrU VI

When the more influential newspapers of the world talk about invisible 

populations 

In major Western societies, what are they really talking about ?  

What does the invisible social body of France consist of, for instance ? 

does invisible mean of uncertain color ? 

or simply different from the perfect French citizen ?

or does invisible mean without any future ?

The InVISIBle MAn hAS My FACe



Trading with the empire of the blind 

Would allow us all to be one-eyed  : the dignity of the human being 

Is not respected at all ; but trains and nuclear power stations are up 

for sale, and that is our best answer to their 

Cheap shoes and mp3 players as plentiful as there are consumers in europe. 

let them come invisible, visible mass, but visible their consumption, let 

them suffer far away from us … 

let them consume close by, and let them suffer further and further away …

A country created a myth  : the liberty that bathed the world in blood 

in its name, and today that same country, 

Sits atop of me and of everybody else, all perfumes of the world 

united, don’t let yourself be sold, stink like our times, be a permanent 

colorless stain, be old and  

purulent like old regencies, be transparent : the color of our times.

Be distant and forget if the marvelous whores of my country …  

who always sold themselves 

To the passing time without objecting to your white temples. 

I dream of a Community building, 

As I walk into the office building that serves as the hideout of  

15,000 eurocrats I see to the left, again, an old gypsy woman straight 

out of storybooks panhandling like the hundreds of lobbyists and 

ministersof the entire world, nobody sees them they’re transparent in 

this panhandling center that the Berlaymont has become. 

World 03

you have no name, 

no borders, 

The sky follows you everywhere, 

your blue is dyed grey when you don’t want it 

your gods no longer exist  

And your floor 

It’s difficult to know why this topic worries me so ; sometimes I think 

it  is because of 

The color of my skin, and that bothers me because it obliges me to 

accept that race continues to be a factor 

That can alter a person’s intellectual behavior at some moment of his life. 

World 02

And I killed, and I killed and I killed, I traveled and finally I saw over my 

left shoulder ; 

I saw another internationalist nigger roaring with laughter 

lebanese, Cuban, Syrian, Peruvian, Argentinean, and Irish they were all 

roaring with laughter. 

Before dying : smile. 

Before loving : smile.

Before emigrating : smile.

Before walking the streets of the big city : wrap yourself up in the 

invisibility of the poor, 

And meander through any Babylon, your body transparent but your soul full. 

Again my dead laugh, and I smile with them recalling that African sun, 

Those skins that tear more brutally than a Soutine, and that smell,  

and in the end, 

As in the song, a kiss and farewell, revolution.

BrU VI

Before working : forget.

The fear running through europe’s veins has no face 

no smell 

But has a name : the other, the different future.

yesterday in China the president of my republic said : 

Free translation, 



not desirable biblical names 

They are detachable pieces 

That shine because of their numbers. 

It’s already midday in Brussels 

The sun remembers the Invisible and the Grey and rises like Priapus 

Mother, there is a wide and alien world not called Paris, 

It is called globalized world, not any more hispanic or Portuguese, 

nor Christian or Muslim 

Its name is whatever you choose to call it, 

If you can afford it

World 04

Te recuerdo, Amanda, la calle mojada … I heard that 73 times before

Wanting to go to the world where I would be invisible

The night, my beloved companion, says I know what you are, but I don’t 

care. 

I have enough light to cover your sorrow.

And I reply that an invisible man is not afraid of ceasing to be, 

only of being somewhere …

I wake up ; reach for my gun, dream of Cuba and its color, I dream of Algiers  

And its beautiful whores, 

I dream of snakes, in my mother tongue. 

I no longer remember what I dream of, all I know is that I don’t know ; 

Classical root of my problem. 

I want to kill and don’t know why 

I want to survive and don’t know why 

I want to frighten Mr Bogeyman and don’t know why. 

Being invisible is like being loved, 

you just need one person who sees 

And life is a carnival.

Smiles at your face when you hide yourself.

yesterday I saw you on TV, in your marine version, salty you were, 

nigger you are. 

Seeing you I saw myself, drawing problems, 

Filling my world of stone with castles 

I saw your genitals steaming the air 

And once more I went out transparent, 

Visible only as a problem 

Invisible only as a theme.

BrU VI

A pair of pants and a t-shirt, are they a set ? 

or a way of paying less duty ?

A head of garlic at minus 2, is that a frozen product ? 

or fresh tomorrow with less duty ?

Thus we think today of visible products and invisible men, 

nobody can be entirely software, not you, not me,  

not europe,

My neighborhood in europe is dyed suit-grey, 

Grey the day, 

Grey the bread, 

Grey the frozen head of garlic, 

Grey the frozen chicken, 

Grey the Parliament, which forgets about China and rejoices 

inregulated trade

Millions of cheap shoes and t-shirts 

Fly all around the world, sail its oceans, 

Avoid the conflicts and the smell of the poverty, turn here again to my left 

not tasty like mango pits 



PS. : I would like to end by copying out some verses of someone who loved the rain, 

and who perhaps knew Brussels  ; someone who wrote a piece that could well be the 

national hymn of the invisibles. It goes : « Proletarian who dies of universe, in what frantic 

harmony / your grandeur will end, your extreme poverty, your impelling whirlpool, / your 

methodical violence, your theoretical & practical chaos, your dantesque wish, / so very 

Spanish, to love, even treacherously, your enemy ! »

BrU VII

The european constitution, failed and beautiful like us 

Is already as invisible as we are !

Something is happening because Brussels laughs, 

not only of itself and its complexes  

But of its grief 

lights up with our colors 

hardware of the world where it can be invisible.

The euro tightens its belt, which grows to the rhythm of its borders 

new walls cover our tomatoes, they are white and go from 

Almeria to Amsterdam, 

our ideas take refuge in Bologna or Venice, 

Berlin and london are startled 

Madrid dreams its own dream 

Paris burns black 

And we, the invisible 

From here or elsewhere ; 

dodge grief and 

Forget the distant shame of the Slovakian philosopher 

Shoo away the death 

That brings life to the elders of the grey world 

Work Black Man, consume, and don’t forget your people 

don’t dream with Cayucos 

daydream 

dream of men and women dressed in grey 

Who rule the world without knowing it 

observe them and screech the ground over your anger … 

let them also open their veins …

The president of the meeting tells the interpreter that the  

Meeting must go on, and the interpreter, wise in  

years more than wisdom,  

replies that the rule says that everything has its time 

That tomorrow is another day.

World 05

We, invisibles, have known that since our first dream.



Fairy lights
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Xie Xie

Xie Xie means ' thank you ' in chinese.

The misery of a woman somewhere in China gave me what 

I most dearly love.
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La niña la pinta la santa maria
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Morpheus

Morpheus is the god of dreams in Greek mythology.

This malian mask of virility is normally given to young adults.

Those same young adults who, because they are dreaming of a better 

life, embark on makeshift boats to try to reach europe.

The mask is used horizontally instead of vertically and upside down in 

order to symbolize one of those makeshift boats.

With this gesture the mask embodies the paradox of emigration  :  

leaving behind everything in order to help those who are left  

behind to survive.
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Zauberwürfel
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Amazonas

Amazonas is just like toilet paper.

We use it, some even abuse it, we 

do not think so much about it, it 

is there for our convenience and 

some people take it for granted.

But it will not last forever.
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Shanghai

112009

A circular jumble of large scale 

Mikado sticks.

This is what international finance 

is nowadays. 

Whatever the game you are 

playing, it will have repercussions 

somewhere in the world.

The word Shanghai is the Italian 

word for Mikado.



Ab Intestat

Ab Intestat (Intestate) makes an inherent irony manifest : man 

cannot be grown in the same way as a plant. This aims to explore the 

complexity of problems affecting humanity in the poorest part of the 

planet. It also touches upon the impact of environmental challenges, 

its protection or neglect, and how this affects the economy. 
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Uncomfortable handcuffs

definition of uncomfortable :  

conducive to or feeling mental discomfort.

Providing or experiencing physical discomfort.
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Mortgage

142009

The term mortgage comes from 

the old French « dead pledge  », 

apparently meaning that the 

pledge ends (dies) either when 

the obligation is fulfilled or 

the property is taken through 

foreclosure.

The word « mort » in french  

means death.



Lagrimas negras  

As long as our world will need 

fossile energy, fights will go on 

and the world will cry black tears.
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Go KIdS Go !
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This is a colourful installation, full of joy until the moment when the eye 

alights upon what anchors the Go Kids Go balloons… bullets.

This work explores what it means to be a child afflicted by violence, 

in some areas of the world, violence that plunges a child into trauma 

which affects his / her childhood, and the rest of his / her life.



Private dancer

Private dancer is based around the universal symbol : the dollar.

The dollar takes on a phallic form.

The whole world is dancing to the same music, a dance between what 

you are longing for but cannot have ; uncertainty in a world where we all 

wish we had a fistful of dollars in our knickers.
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Somewhere over 
the rainbow

one day I will forget even my name

But today

I write and I am what I write

I am afraid beyond the rainbow, if only I

could

Forget only the evil, this would not disturb

me

If the face of my daughter disappeared

from my memory

The taste of my wife’s skin, what would I 

be left with

To be honest, beyond the rainbow

I have trouble with my memory and tonight

I want to engrave

My adult life into a piece of my being.

Unknown to the gods and to disease, a 

safe place

For me to remember…

And then I understand that the evil is 

mixed in with the good, that for each joy

there is a pain, and that behind the rain is

a rainbow.

192009

Charles richet hospital,  

Villers le Bel, France



Tricky

These balls, made in China, are 

the epitome of the neo capitalist 

system and the rush towards 

low-cost. But they are covered 

with barbed wire. They represent 

modern slavery. our development 

model has created economic 

prisons.

Tricky is a delicate interplay 

and balance between a financial 

jackpot and a lack of freedom.
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Ebay 01

All the materials used to make this work were bought on ebay.
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La palabra de los mudos

la Palabra de los Mudos is a performance about communication 

barriers and the need for inclusion in the context of the emergence  

of an integrated global scene.

222008

A highly political and personal speech was delivered in sign language in 

front of an audience who in its great majority could not understand 

what was going on. 

This performance took place during the V Summit of heads of State and 

Government of latin America, the Caribbean and the european Union.
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Sleep tight

Family secrets are the silences of a lifetime.

Brussels, a day of sorrow.

It took me a long time before I could tie up the different strands  

of my story.

The truth was only spoken after thousands of miles and long hours of 

therapeutic conversation.

After years of separation I had the opportunity to see my mother 

again before she died.

I was able to speak to her one evening in rome. In our memories  

we returned together to the forest in Peru and finally from her lips 

came my story.

242008

I saw my grandfather’s lust and my grandmother’s furtive look, and 

then I saw five little girls taken out of the convent as soon as their 

first period arrived. I saw their surprise and their pain. I saw the 

force of a pathological desire.

I saw from where I came and why I left.

Since then, death has done its job and carried away my mother  

and her secrets.

I have remained with my answers and a sense of emptiness.

When a problem is finally given a name, its space is defined, it has an 

outer edge and everything becomes possible.

It is of this possibility that I speak in this exhibition.

I am not guilty and I have finally accepted that.



La hucha de los Incas

I am not sure whether in Spain or 

in any european country,  

the history of the conquest is  

taught in the same way as in  

latin America.  

I remember that as a child I was 

very surprised by the story of 

the rescue ransom proposed by 

the Incas to recover Atahualpa. 

An enormous place was filled  

with gold and silver brought in 

from the entire empire to save 

our king.  

It was useless, the Conquerors 

killed him anyway.

To my surprise, when I told this 

story to friends from some of the 

poorest countries in the world 

I discovered that they all had 

stories of paid ransoms, unkept 

promises and executed or, in the 

best cases, exiled kings.

To simplify the problem and 

visualise it better, all individuals 

from the third world who were 

raised in a colonised country are 

potential Incas ; they have paid a 

ransom, their language, sometimes 

their religion, their guilt, their 

trauma, without being able to 

save their Inca.

Fill the moneybox to the brink and 

we will see later what to do with 

the depreciated money and with 

my complexes.
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Motherfuckers
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Homeland security 
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Monoteistas
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500 ways
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Cheers
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China
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No more no less 

This project arose during a conversation with my analyst.  

I was talking about the problems of being of mixed race and, in 

particular, of living in a place where everyone tries to make me believe 

that an individual’s race and social origin are not determining factors 

in a person’s social and affective life.

Most of my work emerges like this.

I came out of my appointment firmly decided to explain the phenomenon 

of transculturation in a blatant and visual manner. What does it mean to 

come from a place where one culture dominates another to the point 

that the dominating culture becomes the individual’s vehicular culture ? 

how can we show that accepting this situation means being possessed, 

used and dominated ? of course, I live in the best of both worlds and 

this situation is supposedly enviable. A king once said that Paris is 

worth a mass and my mother used to say that sometimes one must 

close one’s eyes and think of something else. So, what am I complaining 

about ? nothing basically, I am just feeling privileged and obliged to tell 

the truth.

The feeling of inferiority is something that takes a lot to get over 

and, well, whilst arguing with friends from different origins, living 

among other languages and cultures, being accustomed to raising 

professional and social curiosities and doubts, we came to the 

unanimous and perfectly visual decision to illustrate the phenomenon 

of transculturation with the image of a bottom penetrated by a phallic 

symbol from cultures that have dominated or currently dominate the 

world. This is how this visual way of talking about a subject as ancient 

as the world that we live in arose.
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Enjoy your travel
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